Our great-value speciality dining deals are the ideal way to add an exciting extra dimension to the high quality culinary experience offered on every MSC cruise.

We've partnered up with a selection of talented celebrity chefs from around the world to create superb signature menus for some of our speciality restaurants.

From funky Mediterranean fusion cuisine, hearty Tex Mex fare and Italian gastronomy to the finest sushi at sea and other authentic Asian delicacies, they serve up a world of deliciously different dishes.

Book these special dining experiences in advance of your cruise and get ready to savour a world of fantastic flavours.
Our selection

**TRIO | MSC SEASIDE, MSC SEA VIEW**
- 3 distinct dining experiences in our specialty restaurants.
- A succulent three-course dinner in our Ocean Cay Seafood restaurant, Chef Yamaguchi’s Asian market and the Butcher’s Cut Steakhouse.
- **Savings: -36%** vs onboard price.

This package can only be sold to Guests over 13 years old. Kids’ menu are available on board.

**THE FINEST FOUR | MSC BELLISSIMA**
- 4 distinct dining experiences in our specialty restaurants.
- French food in L’Atelier Bistrot, Japanese food in the Kaito Sushi Bar, American food in The Butcher’s Cut and Spanish food in the ¡HOLA! Tapas Bar by Ramón Freixa.
- **Savings: -15%** vs onboard price.

This package can only be sold to Guests over 13 years old. Kids’ menu are available on board.

**DINNER AND CIRQUE DU SOLEIL AT SEA SHOW**
MSC BELLISSIMA, MSC MERAVIGLIA, MSC GRANDIOSA, MSC VIRTUOSA
- Secured place to watch one of the Cirque du Soleil at Sea shows.
- Delicious 3-course dinner (meat, fish or vegetarian) before the show.
- Day of booking to be confirmed on board.
- **Savings: -13%** vs onboard price.

Book now through your travel agent. Visit msc cruises.com